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Scott WMO
Watershed Management Organization

New Plan for the Watershed Approved
and Adopted
The new Comprehensive
Water Resource Management Plan was approved by
the Board of Water and Soil
Resources in May and
adopted by the Board in
June 2009.
An Overall Vision. The plan
includes a new overall vision
for water management in the
WMO:
―To build a system of well
buffered watercourses,
lakes, and wetlands that is
surrounded by upland where
stormwater runoff is managed to reduce runoff volumes, control peak flows and
their timing, and minimize
pollutant generation and
export; and where aquatic
resources meet local expectations.‖
This vision was adopted recognizing that the WMO does
not and will not have the
financial resources to address issues in the traditional
manner with capital improvements. Instead, the
vision promotes a long-term
vision and a sustainable way
to meet that vision. This approach relies on a sustainable system for converging
flood waters, and protecting
and buffering aquatic systems, rather than a system of
―hard‖ infrastructure.

A Focus on Implementation
and Getting Conservation
on the Land. The previous
Plan focused on data collection, inventory and assessment, and program development. The WMO was
recently formed and needed
this focus to get organized.
However, during the current
planning process it was clear
that the public, the Watershed Planning Commission,
and the Board all wanted
less study and more on the
ground implementation.
The new Plan covers a 10year period, over which
65% of the identified
budget (or about $7.8 million dollars) is for Land and
Water Treatment. When
combined with the WMO’s
historic record of leveraging
local funds with an equal or
greater amount of state or
federal funding; this potentially represents more than
$16 million over the next 10
years. More importantly, it
provides the resources to
address the myriad of issues
identified during the planning process.
Other program elements in
the new Plan include: Administration, Monitoring and
Data Collection, Education
and Public Outreach, Regulation, Inventory and Assessment, Planning, and Coordi-

nation.
Promoting Efficiency and
Being Accountable. It was
also clear during the planning
process that the WMO needs
to be efficient and accountable. To this end the Plan includes a goal to ―Optimize
Public Expenditures‖ and a
number of policies and strategies designed to provide efficiency, reduce redundancy,
and provide accountability.
Some of the strategies to promote efficiency and reduce
redundancy include:
Using existing regulations
as the basis for the
WMO’s standards rather
than creating new standards
Recognizing existing regulatory programs of others
in the watershed as the
primary means for enforcing standards rather than
setting up additional redundant efforts
Streamlining requirements
for municipal Local Water
Plan requirements
Participating in a joint
Stormwater Education
effort with others who
have water management
responsibilities rather than
having a separate effort

With respect to accountability the Plan includes policies
to regularly assess, and report on progress. The Plan
also identifies both short
and long term criteria for
measuring progress. Pages
2 through 4 of this report
presents an assessment of
the 2009 program according to these criteria.
The Plan is available on the
Scott County website at:
http://www.co.scott.mn.us/
wps/portal/ShowPage?
CSF=1388
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Short-term Metrics

Metrics

2009 Assessment

Goal 1 - Wetland Management: To protect and enhance wetland ecosystems and ensure/encourage a measureable net gain
of wetland functions and acreage
Number and acreage of
No wetland restoration incentive or cost share projects were applied for or approved in 2009.
wetlands protected restored
Five applications were prepared by SWCD and submitted to the RIM/WRP program: none were
or enhanced
approved.
Number of stream miles,
This was the first year that riparian reforestation was offered through the cost share program.
acres and properties where
Efforts consisted of promoting the concept of buffers through articles in the Scene and workshops
riparian reforestation efforts for residents along the Credit River, and through targeted contacts in the Porter Creek subwaterare completed
shed. However, no applications were received.
Goal 2 – Surface Water Quality: To protect and improve surface water quality
Number and types of practices approved and installed
with the cost share and incentive program
Number and types of targeted projects completed

A total of 49 (surface water quality) projects and 34 filter strips were initiated in 2009.

This was the first year where the WMO targeted projects. Two projects were initiated, property
owners engaged, design initiated, and successful grant applications written. It is anticipated that
construction will begin in the fall of 2010. One additional targeted project with the City of Savage, the 133rd Str. Ravine stabilization, was approved and construction was started in the winter
of 2009/2010.
Completion of Scheduled
Draft TMDLs were completed and submitted to MPCA for Cedar and McMahon Lakes. The MPCA
TMDLs
target date for completing these is 2012.
Goal 3 – Groundwater Management: To protect groundwater and supplies
Number of well decommis9 applications were approved and 6 contracts completed
sions completed through the
cost share program
Completion of scheduled
No groundwater studies or monitoring efforts were scheduled for 2009
studies and monitoring efforts
Number of volunteer test kits 109 kits were sold
utilized
Goal 4 – Flood Management: To protect human life, property, and surface water systems that could be damaged by flood
events
Completion of scheduled
Strategy 4.3.2: County staff met with a ditch law attorney to discuss future ditch operations in
studies
2009 as part of the Detailed Area Planning process.
Strategy 4.4.1: The WMO completed the Credit River Regional Ponding Study, and has made
both the Credit River and the Sand Creek studies available on its web site. Results of the studies
were also used in the Scott County 2030 Comp Plan update.
Strategy 4.5.2: The WMO worked with the City of Prior Lake on the Markley Lake Outlet Feasibility Study. The study is currently on hold as the City considers its options.
Strategy 4.5.3: The Hwy 169 Area Drainage Feasibility Assessment was not completed as scheduled.
Strategy 4.5.4: In early 2009 the WMO provided cost share from the targeted projects fund to
assist the City of Jordan complete an update to a USACOE Flood Damage Reduction study. As of
the end of the year the USACOE had not completed the update.
Strategy 4.7.1: Technical Advisory Committee input was solicited regarding priority flooding areas at one of the 2009 TAC meeting.
Strategy 4.7.2: Digital Terrain Modeling was completed as part of the Detailed Area Planning
Study for portions of the Credit River and Porter Creek watersheds.
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Additional analysis and discussion regarding the operation of trunk drainage system in unincorporated areas was completed as part of the Detailed Area Planning Study, and roles for system
operation were defined.
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Short-term Metrics

2009 Assessment

Metrics

Goal 5 – Public Education and Information: To increase public participation, and land and water stewardship
Number and type of events

Two landowner workshops completed to promote buffers along the Credit River – 9 attendees,
Detailed Area Planning and Natural Area Corridors open house meetings – 140 attendees,
Cedar and McMahon Lakes TMDL open house - 35 attendees, West Raven Creek agricultural
watershed landowner meeting - 24 attendees, Sand Creek Impaired Waters Study open house
– 4 attendees; and Envirothon, Outdoor Education Day, and Metro Children’s Water Festival
events with multiple schools and students participating.

Number of participants

See above

Number of articles, press
releases and pamphlets

Cost share program invitation and Natural Area Corridors pamphlets produced. Sixty two
news paper articles generated by the Scott SWCD, and an additional 8 articles developed by
County staff were included in the County Scene.
Two lake monitoring volunteers sponsored by the WMO and one by the City of Shakopee.
Also one school volunteers for the Volunteer Stream Monitoring Program.
Goal 6 – Communications. To improve communications

Number of volunteers

Completion and attendance
at TAC meetings
Completion of scheduled
activities

Strategy 6.1.2: One general TAC meeting was held in June of 2009 to provide an overview of
the new Plan – 15 attendees. There were also two TAC meetings for the Sand Creek Impaired
Waters Study and one for the Credit River TMDL that were completed in 2009.
Strategy 6.1.4: One BWSR quarterly meeting was completed.
Strategy 5.2.1: All monthly Watershed Planning Commission meetings were completed as
scheduled.
Joint SWCD Supervisor, County Board and WPC Watershed ―Tour‖ was completed in July as
scheduled.
Goal 7 – Public Investment: To Optimize Public Expenditures

Annual budgets

2009 activities were completed under budget (see page 10). The 2010 budget was developed based on a zero local levy increase.

Amount of dollars leveraged for projects from
other agencies and property owners

A total of about $680,000 for water resource improvements were approved within the WMO
in 2009. Of this about $250,000 was leveraged from other programs and property owners.
In addition, some of the technical assistance time funded at the SWCD was leveraged to create
a position shared between Scott, Carver, Dakota, and Rice Counties to promote native grasses
as a biofuel crop. The bulk of the position was paid for by DNR and BWSR through the Working Lands Initiative program. Through this program and the BWSR Native Buffers program
four applications for 110 acres of native grass were approved, leveraging an additional
$150,000.
About $125,000 of grant funding was used to meet budget obligations in 2009. An additional $28,000 was included in the budget from the MPCA for the Sand Creek Clean Water
Partnership study. However, these funds will not be realized until 2010. Successful grants
were submitted for:
$649,500 from the USEPA and the BWSR to expand the cost share and incentive program
$371,000 from the Minnesota Clean Water Fund to complete two capital improvement
projects identified in the Plan (Strategy 2.3.2): Upper Porter Creek and Unnamed
Sand Creek (Picha Creek) stabilizations
$80,553 to add native grass plantings to the cost share and incentive program.
City of Elko New Market completed its ordinances consistent with their Local Water Plan and
previous WMO plan. This means that all municipalities as of the end of 2009 have approved
Local Water Management Plans and ordinances. In addition, County staff met with the Cities
of Savage, Prior Lake, Jordan and Belle Plaine in 2009 to review example development plans
and the status of their Local Plan implementation.
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Two lake monitoring volunteers.

Grant funds

Status of Local Water Plans

Number of volunteers
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Long-term Metrics

2009 Assessment

Metrics

Goal 1 - Wetland Management: To protect and enhance wetland ecosystems and ensure/encourage a measureable net
gain of wetland functions and acreage
Same as short-term metrics on page 2
Goal 2 – Surface Water Quality: To protect and improve surface water quality
Trends in water quality parameters as identified from
monitoring efforts

It’s too early to tell if any trends can be seen, on the ground projects have been implemented
for only a couple years. Most recent monitoring results are presented in the draft TMDL for
Cedar & McMahon Lake available at www.co.scott.mn.us/wmo, and in the Sand Creek Impaired Waters Study which is expected to be posted on the WMO website at the same web
address in May 2010. Credit River monitoring results will be reported in the Credit River
TMDL when that is completed in 2011. Volunteer lake monitoring results are reported in the
annual CAMP reports prepared by the Metropolitan Council.

Achievement of target levels
or ranges for nutrients, sediments and bacteria as established by state water
quality standards, ecoregion
means, or specific goals
established by TMDL studies.

Credit River monitoring shows that it meets the turbidity standard 90% of the time with 95%
confidence
The Sand Creek study found additional impaired reaches, including:
Raven Creek for chloride
Porter Creek for turbidity
Sand Creek above Raven Creek for turbidity and chloride.

Goal 3 – Groundwater Management: To protect groundwater and supplies
Trends in water quality parameters as identified from
monitoring efforts

No changes have occurred since the adoption of the 2009 WMO Plan

State standards for drinking No changes have occurred since the adoption of the 2009 WMO Plan
water
Goal 4 – Flood Management: To protect human life, property, and surface water systems that could be damaged by
flood events
Number of structures damNo changes since the adoption of the 2009 Plan
aged and values of flood
damages
Number of regional flood
Continuing to work with the Army Corp of Engineers at the feasibility of a flood control project
control projects
in Jordan
Goal 5 – Public Education and Information: To increase public participation, and land and water stewardship
Same as short-term metrics on page 3
Goal 6 – Communications. To improve communications
Same as short-term metrics on page 3
Goal 7 – Public Investment: To Optimize Public Expenditures
Budget trends over time

Continued the collaborative approach for implementing the WMO Vision for a green infrastructure; no changes since the adoption of the 2009 Plan; will continue an adaptive management approach to be cost effective and control expenses
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Inventories & Assessment

Credit River Regional Stormwater Assessment
The Credit River Regional Stormwater
Planning Study includes evaluating the
potential to reduce flood flows in the
Credit River Watershed. In 2004,
Scott County was rated the fifteenth
fastest growing county in the U.S., and
the county’s population is expected to
double within 30 years. As the population increases, so will the number of
homes, businesses, parking lots and
roadways, all of which lead to an
increased amount of impervious surface and stormwater runoff. Facing
the possibility of such growth, underscores the importance of evaluating
the County’s capacity to provide the
stormwater infrastructure necessary to
sustain further population increases
and prevent serious flooding. The
Scott WMO Plan identifies the need
for regional stormwater planning, and
specifically calls out for the development of a regional stormwater strategy using hydrologic and hydraulic

modeling.

needed.

The Scott WMO contracted with
Barr Engineering to complete the
study. The three tasks completed
by Barr to identify potential stormwater basin locations include:
Basin screening and initial prioritization
Field investigation
Cost analysis

Individual cost estimates for constructing the regional basins
ranged from $9,000 to
$1,072,000. The full technical
memo for the study can be found
on the Scott WMO website at:
http://www.co.scott.mn.us/wps/
portal/ShowPage?CSF=1387

Through the extensive work completed during the basin screening
and initial prioritization process,
Barr identified 121 potential
stormwater basins across the Credit
River Watershed. Ninety-seven
(97) field reviewed low-lying areas
were identified during the screening/prioritization process. Twentyfour (24) have potential, but further investigation would be

Regulation & Coordination
Local Water Plans
The WMO does not operate a permit program for new or re-development, instead relies on Local Units of Government
(LGUs, cities, and the County) to implement the watershed standards through their permitting programs and Local Water Plans. As part of the process the City of Elko New Market submitted its ordinances, which were approved in November. With approval of the Elko New Market official controls, all the local communities now have approved Local Water
Plans in place, and all have adopted local ordinances necessary to implement their plans.

Wetland Conservation Act
The WMO does operate the Wetland Conservation Act in Sand Creek Township under agreement with the Township.
This effort is staffed by the Scott SWCD. In 2009 the SWCD worked on wetland issues requiring 1 Exemption determination, and 1 Boundary or Type reviews for Sand Creek Township.

Coordination

Technical Advisory Committee
The Scott WMO holds two technical advisory committee meetings per year, with members representing municipalities, townships, and state agencies. A TAC meeting was held in June, and the main
topic was the strategies and priorities within the WMO Water Resource Management Plan update.
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Progress Toward Better Water

City of Savage—133rd Street Grade
Stabilization Project
In 2009, the City of Savage addressed the WMO
with concerns of an eroded
ravine located at 133rd
Street. Immediately east of
133rd Street in Savage is
a stormwater ravine that
discharges directly to the
Credit River, an impaired
waterbody. A land area
of about 125 acres eventually discharges through this
ravine. Due to long-term
increases in flow rate and
gradual degradation of the
outfall, significant erosion
of the head of the ravine
has occurred. The erosion
included a 20-foot deep

Savage 133rd Street ravine
before

vertical cut at the outfall.
City staff estimated a loss of
150 to 200 cubic feet of soil
per year discharging from
this ravine into the Credit
River, which is about 800
feet from the head of the
ravine. The city approached
the WMO with a cost share
application. The City regraded and revegetated the
upper portion of the ravine
to restore stable grades. In
addition, a rock scour pool
and a drop manhole was
added to significantly decrease the velocity of the
discharge. The cost estimate
of the project was $30,430.
The WMO contributed 50
% cost share up to $15,215.

Savage
133rd
Street
ravine
after

Education

Riparian Buffer Workshops
The WMO sponsored two workshops in 2009 in an ongoing effort
to encourage green infrastructure
and a buffered environment for
Scott County, and in response to
the multiple riparian revegetation
potential projects identified by
Interfluve from the geomorphic
assessments done in 2007. The
first workshop titled Introduction to
Riparian Buffers, targeted property owners directly on the Credit
River. Nine homeowners attended
and learned the importance of
riparian buffers and functions for
stream water quality. The second
workshop focused on designing a
riparian buffer depending on the
landowner goals and needs. Installation and maintenance requirements were also covered.

Handouts were available at
each session and participants
found the information very helpful and useful. Cost share assistance was also available to
those who attended.

Mailings
Conservation Cooperator
Fair booth

Other education activities in
2009 included:
Outdoor Education Days
Shoreline workshops
River Summit
Volunteer Stream Monitoring Program (VSMP)
Metropolitan Children’s
Water Festival
WMO Summer Tour
Erosion & Sediment Control
Workshops
SCENE articles
Scott WMO Sand Creek
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Land & Water Treatment

WMO/SWCD
Cost Share
Program

Scott WMO 2009 Cost Share/Incentive Program Summary*

Practice

The WMO Cost Share program
had a successful fourth year. Established together with the Scott
Soil & Water Conservation District
(SWCD) in 2006, the programs
goal is to help improve surface
and ground water quality
throughout Scott County. Through
the cooperation of local, State,
and Federal agencies, landowners
and municipalities are eligible for
programs which provide educational, technical, and financial assistance to execute various conservation practices. Funds are
matched with other programs
when feasible to maximize cost
share dollars. In 2009, the practices and cost share dollars in the
adjoining table were authorized
to improve water quality within
the Scott WMO.

Projects

WMO Contribution

Grass Filter Strips

34

$303,874

Grade Stabilization

5

$50,014

Grassed Waterway

3

$3,632

Innovative (Bioretention)

1

$30,977

Lined Waterway

1

$3,898

Prescribed Burn

1

$830

Rock Inlets

36

$14,519

Shoreland Protection

1

$6,041

Streambank Stabilization

2

$12,788

Well Decommissioning

8

$2,609

*Includes projects from both the first and second application period. Number
of projects and dollar amounts shown are contracts approved in 2009, some
may be completed after the end of the year.

A total of 58 projects and 34 filter strips were initiated for 2009. The Scott WMO dedicated $427,182 to
these projects, and in turn leveraged an additional $3,628 from the State Cost Share programs, $21,964 from
the USDA EQIP program, $153,538 from the USDA CRP, $1,856 from US Fish & Wildlife Service, and
$69,889 from the applicants. A total of $680,059 for water resource improvements were approved within the
WMO watershed as part of the 2009 Cost Share Program.

Breeggman prescribed
burn before…...

Breeggman prescribed burn after
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Land & Water Treatment

Targeted Projects Concept
In 2009 the WMO took a new
approach to getting conservation
on the land. The new approach is
more proactive and consists of
contacting property owners in priority areas rather than waiting for
applications. By using the information learned from inventories completed for the Sand Creek watershed streams in 2007, the WMO
sent invitations to landowners
where the geomorphic assessments
identified a potential project.
By using the potential projects
identified by those assessments,
cost share dollars could be focused on areas that have priority
needs. The point is, to utilize the
information obtained from studies

to better focus cost share funds
and other project funds of the
WMO on problem areas.
Meetings with landowners were
held in January and February
2009. Working in partnership
with the Scott SWCD, 114 invitations were sent out to landowners. The results of the meetings led to 34 projects.
15 conservation practices
4 Capital Improvement Projects
5 could be - demonstration
projects
10 ―still on the table‖
The meetings and technical assis-

tance for this endeavor was paid
through a McKnight Foundation grant.

Willie Peters—Scott SWCD (right) talking with landowners in the Sand Creek watershed. Conservation
technicians met with landowners to discuss what
conservation programs they were eligible for on
their land as part of the WMO & SWCD partnership
for a targeted proactive approach to putting conservation on the land.

Innovative Stormwater Management—City of Prior Lake Grainwood Bioretention
Project
City of Prior Lake applied for and received funds from the WMO for an innovative stormwater treatment system at the
Grainwood Elementary School. The Grainwood Bioretention System includes several unique and innovative components.
The two that standout in this project are a newly designed storm sewer reducer to allow extended rate control for small
basins. The second, incorporation of biodegradable materials (wood chips) into the soil to allow additional percolation
into clay soils. The improvements were constructed as part of Phase II of the Brookeville Hills Road Reconstruction Project.
The city designed a maintainable 2” orifice rate control device to meet the restrictive rate control standard by the city
for the site. As a result of this project, there will be no runoff from storms less than three inches. To provide volume
control on the clay soils on the site, the project utilized a biological soil amendment and deep ripped entrainment technique to lower soil bulk density in the bioretention cells. The products used as part of the soil amendment include wood
chips derived from the trees removed on the site and organic compost. The City will also be measuring the effectiveness
of the project by testing soil density, and second, controlled event and basin stage monitoring. Being located on school
property, the project also has educational benefits by providing students the opportunity to study the natural habitat

2” orifice rate control device
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Deep rip entrainment for soil amendment
Soil amendment after mixing

Final stabilization—tree planting and native
seeding
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2010 Workplan
Public Education—general education & riparian buffer management
Continuation and expansion of the Cost Share Program
Construction of two stream stabilizations (targeted projects)
Credit River TMDL data analysis and report
Sand Creek Impaired Waters Investigation report
319 Grant—MN River Tributary Phosphorus & Flow BMPs Project
Clean Water Grant—Native Grass Cost Share & Incentive program

2009 Budget vs. Actual
Summary Footnotes
(Table on page 10)
1 Over

budget as staff learns to code time.

2 Under

budget in 2009 primarily due to engineering and design expenses that will not be
complete until 2010.
Under budget due to staff time efficiencies and due to dry conditions resulting in fewer
samples to be analyzed.
3

4

Under budget as staff learns how to code time.

5

Under budget because Credit River TMDL study was delayed one year.
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2009 Budget vs. Actual
ACCOUNT

2009 BUDGET (Revised 4/23/2009)

2009 ACTUAL (un-audited)

Local Water Planning Grant

10,657

10,657

Interest Income

30,000

9,406.40

Fees Service

17,140

20,055.87

1,050,628

1,009,205.02

DNR Community Grant

20,000

19,539.50

Clean Water Partnership Grant

28,145

0

MPCA Credit River TMDL

10,000

12,684

BWSR—Agri Restoration Grant:
Ph3

79,500

79,500

$1,246,070

$1,161,047.79

Administration 1

151,905

164,690.72

Land & Water Treatment 1

841,390

710,691.12

Monitoring & /Data 2
Collection

44,833

25,215.21

Education/Public Outreach 4

67,454.34

55,864.86

Regulation

14,108.35

14,969.72

Inventory & Assessment 5

318,760

271,829.52

Planning 4

15,000

6,953.28

Coordination 4

47,025

18,761.44

TOTAL EXPENSES

$1,500,475.69

$1,269,245.88

Fund Balance Used

(254,405.69)

(108,198.09)

Fund Balance Starting

765,272.10

765,272.10

Fund Balance Ending

510,866.41

657,074.01

REVENUE

Property Taxes WMO

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENSES

NOTE: Foot notes summary on page 9.
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Board of Commissioners
Jon Ulrich, Chair
Barbara Marschall,
Commissioner
Jerry Hennen, Commissioner
Joseph Wagner, Commissioner
Tom Wolf, Commissioner

2010 Budget
Administration
Land & Water Treatment

$133,846.00
$1,464,848.70

Monitoring & Data Collection

$ 19,382.00

Education/Outreach

$ 70,545.00

Held on first, second, and fourth Tuesday
of each month as part of the Scott County
Board meeting at the Scott County Government Center at 200 Fourth Avenue
West, Shakopee.

Regulation

$ 19,695.00

Inventory & Assessment

$ 81,130.00

Planning

$

Watershed Planning
Commission

Coordination

$ 48,900.00

Reserved Dedicated CWF Funding
For 2011, 2012, & 2013

$242,718.10

WMO Board Meetings

Joe Thill, Sand Creek,
Chair
Virgil Pint, Sand Creek
Watershed
Ralph Malz, Southwest
Watershed
Pete Shutrop, Shakopee Basin/
PLSL
John Kane, Credit River
Watershed
Bill Feldman, At-large
Alan Walford, At-large

8,400.00

$2,089,664.80
Fund Balance Used
Fund Balance Starting
Fund Balance Ending

(217,747.10)
$657,074.01
$439,326.91

2010 Income
BWSR NRBG

$ 10,657.00

Interest Income

$ 20,000.00

Held on the fourth Monday of each month
at the Scott County Government Center at
200 Fourth Avenue West, Shakopee

Fees Service

$ 17,140.00

For more information,
please contact:

Clean Water Partnership: Ph 1

$ 28,145.00

Clean Water Fund

$563,447.70

Paul Nelson, Administrator
Scott WMO
200 Fourth Avenue West
Shakopee, MN 55379
Telephone: 952-496-8054
Fax: 952-496-8496
pnelson@co.scott.mn.us

MPCA Credit River TMDL

$ 75,000.00

EPA 319 Grant

$106,900.00

WPC Meetings

Property Taxes WMO

$1,050,628.00

$1,871,917.70

*Financial audit for 2009 was not available at the time of publication of this report, but should be completed by the
end of June 2009 and will be available upon request.
Consultant pool advertising and selection for 2010-2011 was completed in January 2010.
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